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Abstract: In 2007, the Clean Air Act officially included greenhouse gases, making fossil fuel power
plants the first of key industries regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency. How do we
measure the impact of the regulations on these power plants’ productivity? Previous studies that
attempt to answer this question have provided inadequate answers because their samples cover the
periods only up to 2007, and they often use greenhouse gases as the only proxy for the undesirable
output. This paper collects data from 133 fossil fuel power plants in the United States and covers
2004 to 2013. These power plants are divided into Sun Belt and Frost Belt based on their geographical
locations. To measure the undesirable outputs, we used both carbon dioxide and toxic emissions
as the proxies. The estimation model includes the construction of a generalized common stochastic
frontier (metafrontier) and a Malmquist productivity index. We used the index to measure the change
in productivity for the power plants before and after the implementation of the regulation. The results
indicate that, since regulation in 2007, the overall production efficiency of the power plants has
declined incessantly while productivity has seen a sustained downward trend despite two surges
in growth.
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1. Introduction

Industrial development affords people convenience, comfort, and abundance; however, it has
also caused irreversible environmental damage. Environmental degradation has affected not only
the survivability of other species, but it has also threatened human health and survival. In recent
years, one can easily witness environmental counterattacks. The effects have become self-evident:
The greenhouse effect, ubiquitous heavy metal waste, acid rain, and air pollution. According to the
World’s Worst Pollution Problems Report, approximately 120 million people worldwide are constantly
exposed to environmental toxic risks, and approximately 17 million people are directly affected
by industrial pollution each year [1]. In order to control and manage pollution, countries around
the world have signed various environmental agreements since 1992. Such agreements include the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Basel Convention on the Control
of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, usually referred to as the
Basel Convention.
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Although protecting the environment has become a worldwide consensus, industrialized countries
bear a greater responsibility for damaging the environment, and they ought to assume a commensurate
role in protecting it. The advanced economies of today generally developed earlier, in an era when
the environmental repercussions of human activity were slim—and regulations were equally as
slim. Likewise, emerging economies developed relatively later, fueled by commodity processing
and heavy industry. Unsurprisingly, these peoples are subject to graver pollution effects [2]. As the
understanding of environmental degradation increased, so, too, did regulations. This means that to
pursue industrialization, emerging countries need to bear higher environmental costs and corresponding
investment to achieve an equal level of development, comparative to the beginnings of industrialization
for currently developed countries. China is a typical case. Gao, Yang, Yang and Yuan [3] showed that
China’s rapid output growth is dependent on substantial energy consumption, which is accompanied
by large pollution emissions. This also promotes significant investment in pollution mitigation.
Between 2000 and 2017 in China, the annual total energy consumption increased more than two
times, from approximately 1.5 to 4.3 billion tons of standard coal. Meanwhile, the total investment
in pollution control increased by more than 5.5 times, from approximately 170 to 950 billion RMB.
Among the industrialized countries, the United States has long benefited from industrial development
and has played a leading role in the global economy and political theatre. Being the second largest
producer of greenhouse gases in the world, the U.S.’ willingness and attitude toward environmental
protection has a far-reaching effect. Indeed, the U.S. has invested considerable efforts and resources
in improving the environment (according to Statistics International Energy Agency [4], the top five
greenhouse gas emission countries are China, the United States, India, Russia, and Japan. In total,
16% of carbon emissions from energy consumption in the world comes from the U.S. [5]). The Supreme
Court ruling that greenhouse gases are pollutants under the Clean Air Act has provided the legal
support for government interventions. As such, this has required companies to provide data on the
emission of greenhouse gases (even though the treaty has not been signed, the U.S.’ attitude toward
reducing greenhouse gas control is apparent). It has also produced the Toxics Release Inventory, a list
with various types of toxic waste (this was based on the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act), which mandates that manufacturing and high-polluting
enterprises must report their emissions and their disposal processes.

Fossil fuel power plants are categorized as a high-polluting industry. In the U.S., greenhouse
gas and toxic waste account for 32% and 13% of total emissions, respectively [5]. They become the
focus of relevant regulations. For example, to regulate air pollution in 1970 and 1990, the Clean
Air Act designated the fossil fuel power plant industry as the first to bear the brunt. Sueyoshi
and Goto [6] pointed out in their empirical study, with data spanning from 1995 to 2007, that the
Clean Air Act had significantly curtailed greenhouse gas emissions from the fossil fuel power plants.
Furthermore, they noticed that Clean Air Act regulation on emissions has an increasing impact
over time. The Environmental Protection Agency has clearly played a crucial role in protecting the
environment. In 2011, it directly restricted the emission of harmful substances, such as mercury, from
fossil fuel power plants, in accordance with the Clean Power Plant Act. In 2013, the Environmental
Protection Agency proposed the facility requirements and carbon emission standards for new fossil
fuel power plants. In 2014, and based on the Climate Action Plan, the Environmental Protection
Agency put forward a clean energy plan requiring a reduction in carbon pollution from existing fossil
fuel power plants. Through intensive policies and regulations, greenhouse gas and toxic emissions of
the fossil fuel industry have decreased over the years [5].

Pollution prevention and economic development are similar in behavior to a seesaw. When
environmental awareness becomes the darling of policy and public opinion, the additional cost to
reduce pollution seems to come at the displeasure of the industry. The literature on the efficiency and
productivity of the American fossil fuel power plants, however, seems to focus research on the period
before 2007 [6,7]. There are four reasons why research on the period after 2007 is worthwhile and
perhaps even more important. The first reason is related to the attitude toward environment protection.
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A majority of countries in the world signed into the Kyoto Protocol on February 16 2005 (the Kyoto
Protocol is an amendment to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change), with a
goal of jointly controlling greenhouse gases. The U.S. withdrew from this protocol shortly after because
of concerns over its economy and other related factors. The decision by the U.S. immediately drew
international attention and criticism. In practice, however, the U.S. government has substantially
strengthened the control of greenhouse gases since 2007, which has resulted in long-lasting impact on
fossil fuel power plants. Naturally, it is essential to explore and discover policy impacts and industry
responses beyond 2007. In recent years, other countries have been paying more attention, from a
policy and academic perspective, to environmental issues. Specific to policies, countries around the
world have gradually strengthened the relevant regulations. Yang, Yuan, and Han [8] showed that
aside from the United States, countries, such as the United Kingdom, Australia, Mainland China,
Hong Kong, and India, have implemented strict air quality assessment systems. Academically, a large
number of studies center on the efficacy of environmental regulations, with most of the focus being
on China. For example, Yang and Li [9], Yang, Yuan and Han [8] and Yuan and Yang [10] took aim
at China’s air pollution. Hu, Jin, and Kavan [11] put the focus on China’s heavy metal pollution.
Pettersson and Soderhölm [12] reviewed the licensing processes of Swedish regulatory design to assess
the effectiveness of industrial pollution control. As for the empirical studies that directly concern the
environmental productivity of fossil fuel power plants after 2007, the number is not many and most of
them focus on China. For example, Zhang, Kong, Choi, and Zhou [13] adopted non-radial directional
distance functions with data in 2011 to examine the effect of a size control policy on energy and carbon
efficiency for the Chinese fossil fuel power industry. Zhang and Choi [14] used the metafrontier
non-radial Malmquist performance index with data from 2005 to 2010 to measure the dynamic changes
in total factor CO2 emission for Chinese fossil fuel power plants. Zhang, Zhou and Choi [15], with a
2011 dataset, conducted the metafrontier non-radial directional distance function to compare the total
factor energy efficiency and CO2 emission performance for Korean coal-fired and oil-fired power plants.
However, research that is directly aimed at the environmental productivity of fossil fuel power plants
in the United States after 2007 iseven rarer. Sueyoshi and Goto [16] produced the only article using
data envelopment analysis (DEA) radial measurement to evaluate the environmental efficiency for
fossil fuel power plants in the U.S. with a 2009 dataset.

Secondly, this paper proposes a new approach to measuring the variables. To put the industrial
impacts on the environment within the context of efficiency or productivity analysis, the typical
approach is to treat the by-product that has adverse effects on the environment as undesirable
outputs [13,17,18]. The by-product is often measured by air pollutants, such as carbon dioxide or
sulfur dioxide [6,7,19]. The undesirable by-products in the case of fossil fuel power plants, however,
not only include air pollution but also the production of non-gaseous hazardous substances, such
as hydrochloric acid, barium compounds, and mercury. The resulting damage from these chemical
by-products has drawn a lot of attention in recent years and should be included in the analysis.

The third reason driving this paper concerns the research methods used in prior studies.
An important reason to study environmental efficiency and productivity is to find a solution for
reducing the undesirable output without affecting economic development. Unfortunately, there is
no satisfactory answer to this question when using the model given by the traditional production
function. In recent years, the academic community has made considerable progress in this regard.
Färe and Grosskopf [20] developed a directional output distance function by applying the concept
of expansion and contraction of Shephard’s [21] distance function to maximize the desirable output,
holding factor inputs and undesirable output constant. Cuesta and Zofio [22] extended the model to a
circumstance where the expansion of desirable output and reduction of undesirable output coexist
and thereby developed an estimation method with the hyperbolic distance function (this estimation
method can reflect the production technology for environmental improvement. It can also avoid the
problem caused by the selection of directional vectors [23]).
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The fourth reason for this paper concerns the model specification. Previous research usually
estimates efficiency and productivity first. The results are then classified into groups for comparison
purposes using different attributes or characteristics. For example, the power plants can be classified
into the Sun Belt group and the Frost Belt group (relevant research includes [24–27]), according to
location. This implies that power plants with different characteristics can fall into the same group
with a presumed identical technological frontier. To solve the misspecification problem caused by
superimposing all plants on an identical production frontier, Battese et al. [28] expounded the concept
of the common frontier (metafrontier) and solved the model with a nonparametric linear programming
method. Subsequently, Huang, Huang and Liu [29] extended the model to a parametric stochastic
common boundary architecture, which has significantly improved the operability of statistical methods.

The novelty and contribution of this paper are based on the four factors mentioned above:
Environmental legislation, variable measurement, estimation method, and model specification. Among
these, both greenhouse gases and toxic substances, which are listed in the Toxics Release Inventory,
are the pollution variables. The hyperbolic distance function proposed by Cuesta and Zofio [22] is the
main estimation method, with a reference to [24–27]. To apply the stochastic metafrontier of Battese
et al. [28] and Huang, Huang and Liu [29], locations of fossil fuel power plants are divided into the
Sun Belt and Frost Belt. Throughout the paper, empirical analysis is supplemented with observations
on how productivity has evolved from 2004 to 2013 for fossil fuel power plants as a result of the U.S.
environmental policies and regulations that were enacted.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is the literature review. It covers issues
related to U.S. environmental regulations, the method of environmental performance evaluation with
undesirable output, and the application of the distance functions to research related to the environmental
productivity of fossil fuel power plants. Section 3 introduces the methodology, including how to
take into account the undesirable outputs, formulation of the distance functions, specification of the
metafrontier framework for assessing productivity, and construction of variables for empirical analysis.
Section 4 presents the empirical findings with a comparative analysis of the environmental efficiency
and productivity of U.S. fossil fuel power plants. The last section provides a summary and conclusion
to this paper.

2. Literature Review

2.1. U.S. Environmental Regulations and Related Research

In the U.S., there are six types of regulations related to environmental issues. These include the
Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Resource Environmental Protection and Recycling Act, the Safe
Drinking Water Act, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act,
and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act. Among them, the Clean Air Act made the
most significant impact because pollution caused by fossil fuel power plants is mainly through air.

U.S. legislation on air originated from the Air Pollution Control Act of 1955, a law intended to
provide federal funding for research on air pollution. The Clean Air Act of 1963 began to regulate
air pollution. To establish a national standard on air quality, the Clean Air Act was revised in 1970 to
incorporate the New Source Performance Standards for specific industries, which imposes restrictions
on production technology with new facilities, and substantially expands the power of the Clean Air Act
in regulating pollution emissions. The New Source Review was further developed in 1977, requiring
new facilities to pass the environmental specification review of the Environmental Protection Agency
before construction.

In 1990, the Clean Air Act also began to participate in the discharge control of 189 toxic
substances that would cause air pollution, such as acid rain and haze. The regulation requires
that pollution-producing enterprises must obtain the right to operate after being issued a permit.
In 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the Clean Air Act should cover the relevant regulations for
greenhouse gases and give the Environmental Protection Agency the power to control emissions. In 2010,
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the Environmental Protection Agency mandated polluting enterprises to report data on greenhouse
gas emissions, based on the greenhouse gas reporting plan promoted by the 2008 Comprehensive
Appropriations Act. In 2011, based on New Source Performance Standards, the Environmental
Protection Agency introduced Mercury and Air Toxics Standards to limit emissions of heavy metals,
such as mercury and arsenic, from existing power plants (the largest source of mercury emission is
fossil fuel power plants, accounting for 50% of pollutants in the U.S. [30]).

The bills and regulations mentioned above do have a substantial impact on the power plant
industry. Rubin, Taylor, Yeh, and Hounshell [31] pointed out in the study of the environmental
technology learning curve that, after 1970, many coal-fired power plants chose to install a flue gas
desulfurization system to reduce sulfur emissions to meet the revised standards of the Clean Air Act.
Furthermore, all new coal-fired power plants established after 1978 used the same system to control
sulfide emissions. Adair, Hoppock, and Monast [32] indicated that, after the greenhouse gas control
was included into the Clean Air Act, 75% of coal-fired power plants failed to meet the New Source
Review standards instigated by the Environmental Protection Agency, which based the regulations
on the total amount of emissions instead of the ratio. The introduction of regulations on greenhouse
gas has resulted in a significant upgrade of the equipment for coal-fired power plants. Interestingly,
however, even though pollution has been effectively suppressed, overall economic benefits have not
necessarily improved. Fleishman et al. [33] showed that between 1994 and 2004, strict environmental
regulations reduced coal combustion. The loss of efficiency and productivity of power plants clearly
offsets the benefits of reducing emissions.

2.2. Environmental Performance Assessment

The literature uses different words to define environmental performance, but the content described
is roughly the same. Klassen and McLaughlin [34] defined environmental management as taking
into account the negative impact on the environment during the production process. Therefore,
environmental performance can be defined as the degree of pollution that the enterprise controls in the
production process. Keffer, Shimp and Lehni [35] argued that environmental performance refers to the
interrelationship between economic and environmental (ecological) values. Verfaillie and Bidwell [36]
defined environmental performance as reducing the damage to the ecological environment, caused
by the production of products and the loss of resources, while also reducing the impact to Earth
to an acceptable level. Under these narratives, the definition of environmental performance can be
summarized as the search for a balance between economic output and the environment—that is,
to pursue output growth without affecting the environment.

Under this definition, and in order to effectively evaluate environmental performance, previous
research often relied on “undesirable output” and “distance function”. In terms of “undesirable
output”, Färe, Grosskopf, Lovell and Pasurka [37] explained that production activities in general
can produce “desirable output” as well as “undesirable output”. Undesirable output may include
environmentally harmful substances, such as wastewater and waste material, and it takes additional
costs to clean up or control. Manufacturers may lack the incentive to take action if the cost they
incurred only improves pollution but fails to produce economic benefit. Therefore, the research model
for assessing environmental efficiency often sets the goal of increasing the desirable output while
minimizing undesirable output [38–40].

However, there is a trade-off in the undesirable output. Färe and Grosskopf [20] pointed out in
their study on the shadow price of sulfur dioxide emissions from power plants that undesirable output
can be reduced either by investing in additional equipment to improve the production technology,
or by directly reducing the scale of output—this is, the “weak disposability” of undesirable output.
The power plant can also choose the production quantity and efficiency that it intends to produce—that
is, a choice on the spectrum between pollution and purity. This is the “strong disposability” of the
desirable output.
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The measurement of undesirable output is quite straightforward. Murty et al. [38] applied
emissions data of sulfur dioxide, aerosols, and nitrogen oxides to measure the impact of Indian
coal-fired power plants on air pollution. Sueyoshi and Goto [6] measured the environmental efficiency
of U.S. power plants using emissions data for sulfur dioxide, CO2, and nitrogen oxides. Kumar
and Managi [7] used emissions data for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides to measure changes in
productivity in U.S. fossil fuel power plants. Wei, Loschel and Liu [41] applied carbon dioxide data to
directly measure the impact of changes in the size and age of Chinese power plants on environmental
efficiency. In general, the literature relies on the quantity of air pollutants as a measure of the undesirable
output produced by fossil fuel power plants. In addition to air pollutants, fossil fuel power plants
have produced other byproducts, such as mercury-containing wastewater and other waste material,
which are often overlooked in environmental efficiency studies.

There are two ways to measure efficiency related to the undesirable output. One is to evaluate
the production efficiency of the desirable output by treating the undesirable output as an input of
the production function [42]. Ramanathan [43] used data envelopment analysis and consider carbon
dioxide as a reducible input when estimating the extent to which carbon dioxide affects gross domestic
product in various regions of China. The advantage of this approach is that it is easy to estimate
while the disadvantage lies in the inconsistency of the logic. The input of carbon dioxide does not
bring about gross domestic product, and the production process does not actually use carbon dioxide.
The other way to measure efficiency is to treat the undesirable output as a reducible and controllable
output [44–46]. This approach specifies its model to be logically consistent with the production practice,
but the estimation is relatively complicated.

The evaluation model of environmental efficiency is often carried out by using stochastic frontier
analysis and data envelopment analysis. Data envelopment analysis uses linear programming to
directly calculate the envelop production frontier of all decision-making units, and estimates the
efficiency value of relative frontiers. The advantage of data envelopment analysis is that the estimation
is based on mathematical programming; it requires only a small sample and is suitable for the case
of multi-input and multi-output. The disadvantage of data envelopment analysis lies in choosing
the weights for input and output. Stochastic frontier analysis is based on regression, assuming that
the output falls on the production frontier with a margin of error, to estimate the efficiency value of
the relative frontier. The advantage of stochastic frontier analysis is that it allows for stochastic error
and the relationship between the input and output can be clearly defined. The disadvantage is that
the statistical model requires a large sample and is limited to one input and one output. To ease this
restriction, previous research has introduced the distance function method.

The principle of the distance function method is to scale the input and output of the decision-making
unit to its production frontier. Therefore, it is suitable for measuring multiple inputs and multiple
outputs. Given the inputs, one is to maximize the output-oriented distance function. Alternatively,
given the outputs, one is to minimize the input-oriented distance function [21]. There are two ways to
extend this concept to the undesirable output: The directional or hyperbolic distance function method.

Regarding the former, Chung et al. [17] converted the distance function to direction vectors so that
the undesirable output can be rescaled into the production function to measure environmental efficiency.
Färe et al. [44] suggested that the distance function should be given a specific direction vector, and by
means of simulating the scenario of maximizing the desirable output while simultaneously reducing the
undesirable output. Hence, they developed the directional distance function. Since then, the directional
distance function has often been applied to research on environmental performance [7,47–49]. In practice,
however, using the directional distance function has a potential limitation: It requires an a priori
assumption about the undesirable output for adjusting the direction vectors of the desirable and
undesirable output. In the case of multiple undesirable outputs, different selections of a priori
measurement often produce inconsistent results. To date, the literature still lacks a consensus on the
criteria for selection.
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Regarding the second extension of using the distance function, Cuesta et al. [23] proposed a
hyperbolic curve where expansion or reduction can multiply to describe the scenario of simultaneous
expansion in desirable output and contraction in undesirable output. This approach can reflect
an improvement of environmental technology and depict the environmental impact of a change
in production technology. Yang et al. [46] extended the hyperbolic distance function to allow for
maximizing capital input and minimizing energy input and the undesirable output. They used the
model to examine how Chinese environmental efficiency could have changed due to government
subsidies targeting energy conservation and emission reduction. Relative to the directional distance
function method, the hyperbolic distance function method eliminates the need and problem associated
with the selection of undesirable outputs.

2.3. Research on the Environmental Performance of Fossil Fuel Power Plants

In the literature, research on the environmental performance of fossil fuel power plants often
takes regional differences into consideration. This is especially true for U.S. power plants. The U.S.
is a vast territory and the law enforcement agencies in each region are independent from each other.
As a result, there are differences in the recognition of law by enforcement personnel, availability of
state resources, as well as subjectivity in the strictness and discretion of the regulations and policies.
These factors explain variations between the regions in monitoring the environment. For the same
reason, the Environmental Protection Agency divides the country into 10 regions and maintains an
office in each district [50]. Zwickl, Ash and Boyce [51] pointed out further in their study that each
region has different income levels, ethnicities, and education levels that comprise their population.
The severity of pollution in each region is a reflection of these differences. They reported that the three
most polluted regions in the U.S. are the Midwest, Midsouth, and Mid-Atlantic.

Färe et al. [26] observed that the environmental efficiency of the Frost Belt has slightly improved
compared to the Sun Belt. Lee [47] calculated the marginal cost of reducing sulfur for the Great Lakes,
Midwest, South, and Northeast districts, and found the Great Lakes region to have the highest marginal
cost. Fleishman et al. [33] studied how air quality policy may affect the environmental efficiency score
of power plants scattered all over eight U.S. census regions, and they found that regional differences
matter. Färe et al. [27] grouped the U.S. into the Sun Belt and Frost Belt and discovered that the Frost
Belt has greater environmental performance. Earlier, Färe et al. [25] also pointed out that manufacturing
productivity growth in the Frost Belt is greater than in the Sun Belt.

If regional differences reflect environmental production conditions, then manufacturers in different
regions will face varied production and technical conditions [52]. Their observation can be applied
to the power plant industry as well. Battese and Rao [53] argued that using the same frontier to
estimate the efficiency of plants belonging to different technology groups would encounter the risk of
specification bias. To mitigate this risk, they proposed a metafrontier framework and recommended a
two-stage estimation method. The first stage is to estimate the group frontier with stochastic frontier
analysis. The second stage is to estimate the metafrontier with linear programming using the estimates
from the previous stage. Later, Huang et al. [29] proposed a stochastic metafrontier method and
incorporated the calculation of the metafrontier in the second stage into the stochastic frontier analysis.
This method has significantly improved estimation of the metafrontier, as it recognizes the stochastic
error that is ignored by linear programming. Another benefit of this method is that it avoids the
potential problem of obtaining an efficiency estimate that is greater than one.

In recent years, the metafrontier framework has been widely used in environmental performance
assessment. Oh [54] divided 46 countries into three groups, America, Europe, and Asia, and measured
the difference in environmental performance with the metafrontier approach. The results show that
European countries are the most innovative, ahead of others in environmental productivity, while
Asian countries are quickly catching up. Chiu, Liou, Wu and Fang [55] used national competitiveness
and sources of income to group countries and studied their environmental efficiency. Zhang and
Choi [18] examined the environmental productivity of fossil fuel power plants located in Korea and
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China. They applied the metafrontier method and measured the gap between the two countries. They
found a significant difference in CO2 emissions between the two countries. They also concluded that
China shows a stronger ability in technological leadership while Korea displays greater improvement
through technological innovation. In a related paper, Zhang and Choi [14] separated Chinese fossil fuel
power plants into two groups: Central and local jurisdiction plants. The empirical results indicated
that the centrally managed power plants have a heightened ability to catch up with technology while
locally managed power plants have higher efficiency when it comes to innovation.

Interestingly enough, research on environmental efficiency has also been extended to developing
the environmental productivity index for fossil fuel power plants; in which, technical efficiency is
a static performance assessment, measuring only short-term phenomenon, while the productivity
index involves a synthesis of efficiency improvement, technological change, and adjustment of the
scale efficiency. It tracks intertemporal and longer-term changes. Therefore, the productivity index
is often used in the study of long-term influencing factors, such as changes in regulatory policies.
Yaisawarng and Klein [56] were first to incorporate the concept of undesirable output into the Malmquist
productivity index to measure productivity changes of the U.S. fossil fuel power plants between
1985 and 1989. They showed that since 1985, productivity declined in three consecutive years before
showing a slow tendency towards improvement. To measure productivity changes for the Swedish
paper industry, Chung et al. [17] used the method of directional distance function. They measured
undesirable output with biological oxygen demand and chemical oxygen demand. Additionally, they
expanded the Malmquist productivity index to the Malmguist–Luenberger index. Recently, Zhang
and Choi [18] also used the Malmquist productivity index to measure changes of carbon dioxide
productivity in China. They found that carbon dioxide emission has an upward trend, which is perhaps
a result of ineffective government policies in promoting carbon reduction.

3. Methodology

3.1. Metafrontier and Distance Function

To construct the production frontier for measuring environmental performance, this paper adopts
the two-stage stochastic metafrontier method proposed by Huang et al. [29] and Huang et al. [57].
Since the aim of the estimation framework is to maximize the desirable output while minimizing
the undesirable output, we must take into account the undesirable output and use the hyperbolic
distance function proposed by Cuesta et al. (2009). We first assume that there are k power plant groups,
the production technology level, Tt

k, is represented by the group frontier, and the i-th power plant
input, xit, in group k can produce the desirable output, yit

d, and the undesirable output, yijt
u:

Tk
t =

{(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
: xit can produce

(
yd

it, yu
ijt

)}
,

and i = 1, 2, . . .Nk; j = 1, 2, . . . , Jk; m = 1, 2, . . . , Mk
, (1)

where the superscript d represents desirable, u represents undesirable, the subscript j of yijt
u represents

the j-th undesirable output, and the subscript m represents the m-th input. The setting above can be
extended to a metafrontier and is written as:

T∗t =
{(

ximt, yd
it, yu

ijt

)
: xit potentially can produce

(
yd

it, yu
ijt

)}
, and i = 1, 2, . . . n; j = 1, 2, . . . n

. (2)

Based on the definition of environmental efficiency mentioned above and the concepts proposed
by Färe et al. [36] and Cuesta et al. [23], the distance function of group k conditioning on maximizing
the desirable output and minimizing the undesirable output can be written as:

Dk
it

(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
= inf

{
1 > θ > 0 :

(
ximt, yd

it/θ, yu
ijtθ

)
∈ P(ximt)

}
. (3)
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Equation (3) is also called the group technical efficiency measured by the group frontier. Likewise,
the distance function of the metafrontier can be defined as:

D∗it
(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
= inf

{
1 > θ > 0 :

(
ximt, yd

it/θ, yu
ijtθ

)
∈ P(ximt)

}
. (4)

Equation (4) is also called the metafrontier technical efficiency measured by the metafrontier.
According to Huang et al. [29], the relationship between the group frontiers and metafrontier can be
expressed as:

ln D∗it
(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
= ln Dk

it

(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
+ ln TGRit. (5)

Equation (5) indicates that under the common distance function, Dt*(ximt, yit
d, yijt

u), there is a
group distance function, Dt

k(ximt, yit
d, yijt

u), and a technology gap ratio (TGR); that is, the distance
between the group frontier and the common frontier. The result from the first-stage stochastic frontier
estimation of the group distance function is Dt

ˆk(ximt, yit
d, yijt

u), and its relationship with the group
distance function, Dt

k(ximt, yit
d, yijt

u), is:

ln Dk
it

(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
= ln D̂k

it

(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
+ ν∗it, (6)

where ν* is the estimation residual, and ν* = εk-εˆk. Huang et al. [57] pointed out that this estimation
error does not have to be zero if the number of observations is not infinite. Therefore, the estimated
error, ν*, can also represent a random error under a metafrontier. Equation (5) can be rewritten as:

ln D̂k
it

(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
= ln D∗it

(
ximt, yd

it, yu
ijt

)
+ ν∗it − ln TGRit. (7)

According to Battese and Coelli [58], in the first stage of estimating the group frontier, factors
contributing to inefficiency are firm related. In the second stage of estimating the metafrontier,
according to Huang et al. [29], the inefficiency factors are from the industrial level. So, the technology
gap ratio (TGR) term can be expressed as:

TGRit = δhziht +ωit, (8)

where h is the h-th inefficiency factor and is expressed as zh. δh is the corresponding parameter to be
estimated, andω is a random variable with a semi-normal distribution.

3.2. Generalized Metafrontier Malmquist Productivity Index

The Malmquist productivity index was first proposed by Caves et al. [59,60]. The biggest difference
from the traditional index is that the Malmquist productivity index is based on the concept of the
distance function. Färe et al. [61] decomposed the Malmquist productivity index into two parts:
A technical change and a technical efficiency change. Later, Rao [62] brought in the concept of a
metafrontier and developed the metafrontier Malmquist productivity index. Yang, Yang, and Chen [46]
moved one step further by incorporating the intertemporal scale efficiency change into the model
and proposed the generalized metafrontier Malmquist productivity index (to date, the Malmquist
productivity index is still extensively used in empirical applications; for example, Campisi, Mancuso,
Mastrodonato and Morea [63] adopted the index to the efficiency assessment issue of the knowledge
intensive business services industry in Italy).

Using the framework of the generalized metafrontier Malmquist productivity index and the
quadratic identity Lemma established by Diewert [64], the firm-productivity change based on the
metafrontier can be derived by comparing the distance function between the t-th period and the t + 1-th
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period. After taking the natural logarithm, we can decompose the generalized metafrontier Malmquist
productivity index (gMMPI) as follows:

ln gMMPIit,t+1
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In Equation (9), the first two items on the right-hand side of the equation are the technical
efficiency change (TECk) and technical change (TCK) from the group frontier. The third item is
the intertemporal change of the technology gap ratio (TGR) in the logarithm, which is called pure
technological catching-up (PTCU). If the value of pure technological catching-up (PTCU) is greater
than 1, the technical gap between the metafrontier and the group frontier will shrink over time,
signifying a technology catch-up. The fourth term is the technical change ratio of the metafrontier
and the group frontier, called the potential technological catching-up (PTRC). If the value is greater
than 1, the potential technical level is increasing at a speed higher than that of the existing technology,
indicating the expansion of the technical growth potential. The fifth item is the scale efficiency change
(SEC), which measures how changes in the factor input scale can impact productivity under increasing
or decreasing returns. If the value of scale efficiency change is greater than 1, under the assumption
of increasing (decreasing) return, an increasing (decreasing) input scale will increase productivity.
An opposite direction of adjustment, on the other hand, will reduce productivity. The generalized
metafrontier Malmquist productivity index (gMMPI) can be simplified and expressed as:

gMMPIit = TECk
t,t+1 × TCk

t,t+1 × PTCUk
t,t+1 × PTRCk

t,t+1 × SEC∗t,t+1. (10)

3.3. Model Specification

This paper uses the hyperbolic distance function model proposed by Cuesta et al. [23]. Based on
stochastic frontier analysis and to ensure that the translog output distance function meets the first-order
homogeneous parameter conditions [22,23,65], the distance function for the group output is specified
as follows (according to the suggestions of Lovell, Travers, Richardson and Wood [66], we imposed a
homogeneity of degree of 1 upon the model):
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where V ~ N(0, σV
2) is the random estimation error with a symmetric normal distribution. The error is

non-controllable, caused by economic activities, representing the deviation of output from the frontier.
U ~ N+(0, σU

2) is a non-negative normal distribution, representing a man-made and controllable
efficiency loss.

Therefore, according to Huang et al. [57], the metafrontier for the group output distance function
can be written as:
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3.4. Data Source and Variable Construction

To estimate the model mentioned above, this paper compiles the data from the greenhouse
gas emission database created by the Environmental Protection Agency, a comprehensive database
of emissions and power generation; the database on toxic waste at the Toxics Release Inventory
Program; annual reports on major power generation utilities issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission; and the annual power facility database available at the U.S. Energy Information
Administration. Our sample covers the period from 2004 to 2013. After removing incomplete
observations, the effective sample encompasses 10-year annual data and includes 133 power plants.
So, in the balanced panel, the data contain 1330 observations.

This paper refers to Färe et al. [27] and divides the power plants into two groups: Group 1 for
the “Sun Belt” region and group 2 for the “Frost Belt” region defined on the basis of the nine census
regions. The Sun Belt covers the South Atlantic, East South Central, West South Central, Mountain,
and Pacific regions. There are 620 effective observations for this group. The Frost Belt includes the
New England, Mid-Atlantic, East North Central, and West North Central regions. We collected 710
observations for this group.

Our empirical model includes three input variables, which are capital, labor, and fuel expenditure.
Capital is measured by adding up equipment costs, structural costs, and depreciation costs for each
year, and is adjusted by the purchasing power parity based in 2005. Labor is measured by the number
of employees at the power plant in each year. To calculate fuel expenditure, we first compute the fuel
thermal consumption by multiplying the maximum thermal energy output per unit of fuel with the
total fuel consumption by the power plant. Then, we multiply the fuel thermal consumption with the
unit thermal energy cost, and adjust the outcome with the purchasing power parity based in 2005.

In addition, there are three output variables in the model. They are the desirable net generation of
power, the undesirable carbon dioxide emissions, and the undesirable emissions of toxic substances.
Among them, the net power generation is defined as the difference between the actual total power
generated by the plant and the power consumed by the plant itself. Carbon dioxide refers to the actual
emissions of the power plant while toxic emissions are measured by the total emissions of toxic chemicals
listed in the Toxics Release Inventory database, including hydrazine compounds, hydrochloric acid,
sulfuric acid, manganese compounds, and hydrogen fluoride. Table 1 summarizes the construction of
inputs and outputs and the corresponding literature (we provide Table A1, a correlation matrix for the
desirable output, inputs, undesirable outputs, and explanatory variables, as an appendix for reference).
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Table 1. Measuring inputs and outputs.

Name of the Variable Measurement Literature

Inputs

Labor (L) Number of employees in each year. (Unit: person) Färe et al. [67]; Sueyoshi and Goto [6];
Sueyoshi et al. [68]

Capital (K) Sum of equipment costs, structural costs and depreciation costs for each year, adjusted with
purchasing power parity (unit: million US dollar).

Färe et al. [67]; Sueyoshi and Goto [6];
Sueyoshi et al. [68]; Färe et al. [69]

Fuel Expenditure (E)
Product of maximum thermal energy output per unit of fuel, total fuel consumption by the

power plant, and unit thermal energy cost, also adjust with purchasing power parity
(unit: million US dollar).

Färe et al. [67]; Sueyoshi and Goto [6];
Färe et al. [69]

Desirable Output

Net Power Generation (P) Difference between the actual total power generated by the plant and the power consumed
by the plant itself (unit: MWh).

Sueyoshi and Goto [6]; Sueyoshi et al. [68];
Färe et al. [69]

Undesirable Output

Toxic Emission (T) Toxic materials listed in Toxics Release Inventory database (unit: ton). Mekaroonreung and Johnson [48]
CO2 (C) Actual CO2 emissions by the power plants (unit: ton). Sueyoshi and Goto [6]; Färe et al. [69]

Notes: Compiled by authors of the paper.
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To determine the factors of inefficiency, we divided them into two categories: Firm-related factors
and industry-related factors. The former is used to explain the inefficiency value measured by the
group frontier. This paper accounts for the following factors: Factory age, fuel type, power plant scale,
and the willingness of firms in accommodating the policies on reducing emissions. The latter is used
to explain the technology gap ratio measured by the metafrontier.

First, let us consider the age of the factory. In general, new equipment usually comes with new
technology that has high operational efficiency and low environmental harm. Fleishman et al. [33]
pointed out that outdated technology will cause power plants to increase pollution. Wei et al. [41]
studied Chinese coal-fired power plants and concluded that production in the newer power plants is
less polluting. Yang and Pollitt [70] confirmed that the heat utilization efficiency and plant performance
deteriorate along with the age of the plant and equipment depreciation. However, there are different
opinions in the literature. Pollitt [71] found that new nuclear power plants do not necessarily have a
higher efficiency than incumbent plants because of the learning curve over the early years of operation.

To measure the age of the factory, we calculated the difference between the year of the
study and the year the plant was established. We expect the plant age to contribute positively
to environmental inefficiency.

The second firm-specific factor is the fuel type. Typically, fossil fuel power plants use three types
of fuels in production: Coal, natural gas, and petroleum. Fuel types can significantly affect the cost,
benefit, and emission of undesirable output. Chang, Chen and Chen [72] conducted an empirical study
with panel data of the Taiwan Power Company during 1995–2006, and found that the amount of coal
used directly affects carbon dioxide emissions, which is 1.6 times that of natural gas and 1.2 times
that of petroleum. Sarica and Or [73] studied the efficiency of Turkish power plants and found that
natural gas power plants are more environmentally friendly than coal-fired power plants. Lam and
Shiu [74] noted that fuel quality contributes to efficiency gains. See and Coelli [75] also discovered
that Malaysian power plants using natural gas for power generation tend to be more efficient. Their
research used a dummy variable for the fuel type: 1 for natural gas-fired power plants, and 0 for all
others. Natural gas was found to have a negative correlation with environmental inefficiency.

The third factor is the proportion of coal-fired power generation. Power generators have different
fuel properties, requiring different fuel costs and demanding different technologies to protect the
environment. For example, thanks to technological progress in extracting shale gas, the price of natural
gas has decreased, but it is still higher than the price of coal. As a result, coal continues to be the most
important fuel for power plants, accounting for the highest proportion of power generation. Therefore,
fuel selection has all the effects on environmental efficiency. Since there is not an a priori expectation of
the effect, we will need to find evidence from empirical research.

The fourth firm-related factor is the sulfur content of coal. In general, there are three types of coal
for power generation: Bituminous coal, lignite coal, and sub-bituminous coal, and their unit sulfur
content is respectively 6%, 3%, and 1.5%. Notice that high-sulfur coal will reduce the power generation
efficiency [33]. We used a dummy variable in the empirical tests: 1 for the power plant using the
sub-bituminous coal with the lowest sulfur content, and 0 for all others. We anticipated that the power
plant using sub-bituminous coal as fuel will enjoy higher environmental efficiency.

The fifth factor is the size of the power plant. Scale is an important factor that may affect the
productivity of power plants [75]. Yang and Pollitt [70] used capacity to categorize power plants and
discovered that power plants with a size greater than 400 MW have better efficiency performance
while those with a power capacity below 200 MW have lower efficiency. Wei et al. [41] also found
that large-scale power plants have done better at reducing CO2 emissions than small-scale power
plants. Fleishman et al. [33] confirmed that plants with higher power capacity have significantly higher
efficiency performance. This paper assumes that power plants with a higher capacity will have higher
overall efficiency due to economies of scale.

The sixth firm-related factor investigates whether or not the power plant is willing to accommodate
the voluntary emission reduction policy. The policy was developed out of the Pollution Prevention
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Act of 1990, with the purpose of reducing the source of pollution by calling for firms to voluntarily
report their pollution prevention measures. There are eight measures listed in the Toxics Release
Inventory database: “Good Operation Method”, “Program Improvement”, “Leakage and Overflow
Protection”, “Material Improvement”, “Inventory Control”, “Product Modification”, “Cleaning and
De-esterification”, and “Surface Treatment and Repair”.

Empirically, we reduce the dimension by attribute, and combine the “good operation method”
and the “leakage and spill protection” into “process control”, which is measured by the number of
reports. In addition, “program improvement” and “material improvement” are combined into “process
improvement”, which is measured by the frequency of reporting such improvement activities. We will
not consider the other four items listed in the Toxics Release Inventory database, as they are more of a
phenomenon associated with manufacturing, not power generation. This paper anticipates that power
plants that cooperate with voluntary emission reduction activities should have higher environmental
efficiency performance.

The last firm-related factor concerns the greenhouse gas policy, which can be separated into two
stages. The first stage is the beginning of the monitoring policy. In 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that greenhouse gases are air pollutants and empowered the Environmental Protection Agency to
intervene and monitor them. In the empirical part, the dummy variable is 1 for the year after 2008 and 0
for other years. The second phase is the starting point for enhanced control. In 2010, the Environmental
Protection Agency began to force high-pollution industries to submit greenhouse gas reports based on
the Consolidated Appropriations Act. Therefore, the dummy variable is 1 for the year since 2010 and
0 for the remaining years. We summarize the definition and measurement of the determinants for
environmental inefficiency in Table 2.

Table 2. Determinants of environmental inefficiency: Specification, definition, and measurement.

Environment Variable Definition and Measurement

Firm-Level
Plant Age Difference between study year and plant establishment year. (Unit: year)

Use of Natural Gas Dummy variable: 1 if using natural gas, 0 otherwise.
Coal Ratio Coal-fired power to total power by the plant (Unit: %)

Content of Sulfate Dummy variable: 1 if using sub-bituminous coal, 0 otherwise.
Plant Scale Power capacity (Unit: 1000 megawatts)

Process Control Number of reports on process control. (Unit: number)
Process Improvement Number of reports on process improvement. (Unit: number)

Industry-Level
Beginning Process Control Dummy variable: 1 for year after 2008, 0 otherwise.

Process Control Enhancement Dummy variable: 1 for year after 2010, 0 otherwise.

Notes: Compiled by authors of the paper.

4. Empirical Analysis

4.1. Overview of the Variables

Table 3 first lists the descriptive statistics of the input and output variables for the sample
period, and also the results from testing the differences between the variables. The table shows several
interesting points. First, when comparing the Sun Belt and Frost Belt, even though there is no significant
difference between the average value of labor and capital, the Frost Belt obviously has higher fuel
expenditure. Second, the two regions have a comparable scale on the output side, but the Frost Belt has
a significantly higher desirable output with correspondingly higher CO2 emissions. However, there
is no notable difference in toxic emissions between the two regions. Third, on the input side, some
differences between the two groups are significant. Among them, the Sun Belt has a higher plant age
than the Frost Belt, indicating that power plants in the Frost Belt are newer and have more natural
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gas power generators. In addition, the two regions have similar ratios regarding coal-fired power
generation, but the Sun Belt uses more sub-bituminous coal than the Frost Belt. Meanwhile, power
plants in the Frost Belt tend to have a larger power capacity. In terms of voluntary emission reduction
measures, there is no significant difference in process control between the two groups, but the Frost
Belt has a greater process improvement. Overall, Table 3 indicates that power plants in the Sun Belt
and Frost Belt have different characteristics. Nonetheless, the descriptive statistics alone cannot tell the
differences between the groups in terms of environmental efficiency.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics on inputs and outputs and tests on the difference between groups.

Variables Overall Sun Belt Frost Belt Diff. F Test
(Sun Belt vs. Frost Belt) a

L 162.024 159.880 164.479 0.55
(113.160) (96.033) (130.069)

K 533.44 532.20 534.85 0.014
(414.20) (443.41) (378.36)

F 129.89 111.85 150.54 38.64 ***
(114.830) (90.16) (134.90)

P 5828.094 5189.99 6558.82 28.05 ***
(4749.74) (4347.58) (5077.91)

T 2275.12 2291.92 2255.89 0.048
(2980.24) (2897.32) (3074.69)

C 5553.82 5089.85 6085.13 16.86 ***
(4435.40) (4124.66) (4713.98)

Plant Age 39.856 42.99 36.27 69.41 ***
(15.056) (15.79) (13.30)

Use of Natural Gas 0.25 0.21 0.30 14.91 ***
(0.44) (0.41) (0.46)

Coal Ratio 0.972 0.976 0.968 0.26
(0.082) (0.072) (0.094)

Content of Sulfate 0.43 0.52 0.32 57.19 ***
(0.50) (0.50) (0.47)

Plant Scale 1.14 1.04 1.26 26.26 ***
(0.79) (0.72) (0.84)

Process Control 0.48 0.50 0.47 0.057
(2.68) (2.96) (2.32)

Process Improvement 0.25 0.001 0.55 13.47 ***
(2.71) (0.038) (3.95)

Beginning Process Control 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.00
(0.49) (0.49) (0.49)

Process Control Enhancement 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.00
(0.49) (0.49) (0.49)

Notes: *** denote coefficient significance at the 1%, level, respectively. The figures in the parentheses are standard
deviations. All the figures in this table are provided with two-digit significance. a: The ‘Diff. F test’ refers to the
one-way ANOVA difference test for the Sun Belt and Frost Belt.

Figure 1 shows the trend of each variable during the sample period. The two groups appear to
share a similar pattern. Figure 1a shows that the labor input has an upward trend before 2008, and a
downward trend after. Figure 1b shows that capital investment in the Sun Belt and Frost Belt almost
overlaps, and even more so after 2008, perhaps reflecting the impact of legislation on environmental
protection. Table 1c examines the cost of fuel. It maintains a steady growth up to 2008, due to a
moderately growing coal price. The cost of fuel has declined year by year since 2008, conceivably
caused by the decrease in the natural gas price and the decline in overall power generation. Figure 1d
depicts the trend of net power generation and highlights the continuous decrease after 2008. Figure 1e
presents a downward trend of carbon dioxide emissions, possibly due to reduced power generation,
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increased technology, and equipment upgrades. For similar reasons, Figure 1f shows that emissions of
toxic substances started to decrease in 2007.
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4.2. Estimating Environmental Performance

The model estimation involved two levels: Group frontier and metafrontier. Table 4 presents the
results from estimating the group frontier of the Sun Belt and Frost Belt. There are several key points
worth discussing. First, we conducted the heterogeneity test on the group frontiers. The λvalue of
the log-likelihood ratio test shows that the results from estimating the group frontier separately are
significantly better than the pooled estimation, at the 1% level. This is consistent with our a priori
judgement and the descriptive statistics that the Sun Belt and Frost Belt belong to two groups with different
technology. Second, parameter estimates of the Sun Belt and Frost Belt frontier show that the undesirable
output (T) and CO2 have a negative effect on the distance function. This indicates that an increase of the
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undesirable output will increase the value of the distance function, leading to a reduction of environmental
efficiency. Third, the γvalues for the Sun Belt and Frost Belt are 0.9336 and 0.9849, respectively, indicating
that the actual production points of both groups deviate from the technical frontier. That means 93.36%
and 98.49% are due to production inefficiency, and only 6.64% and 1.51% can be attributed to random
error. This empirical evidence supports the use of stochastic frontiers for the analysis.

Table 4. Group frontier and metafrontier: Maximum likelihood estimation.

Variables Sun Belt frontier Frost Belt frontier Metafrontier

Constant 1.16 *** (0.45) 1.79 *** (0.30) 2.0037 *** (0.0818)
lnL 0.10 (0.18) −0.43 *** (0.10) −0.312 *** (0.025)
lnK −0.25 ** (0.11) −0.510 *** (0.053) −0.471 *** (0.016)
lnE −0.20 ** (0.10) 0.372 *** (0.073) 0.133 *** (0.021)
lnT’ −0.120 *** (0.047) −0.102 *** (0.024) −0.1041 *** (0.0061)
lnC’ −0.389 *** (0.062) −0.403 *** (0.051) −0.402 *** (0.013)
lnL2 −0.057 (0.041) −0.033 (0.025) −0.0587 *** (0.0067)
lnK2 −0.024 (0.026) −0.0011 (0.0016) −0.00312 *** (0.00061)
lnE2 −0.023 (0.024) −0.0453 *** (0.0077) −0.0298 *** (0.0027)
lnT’2 −0.0259 *** (0.0048) −0.0069 *** (0.0011) −0.00692 *** (0.00033
lnC’2 −0.0802 *** (0.0041) −0.0826 *** (0.0016) −0.08024 *** (0.00052)

lnL x lnK 0.0012 (0.0241) 0.025 ** (0.011) 0.0071 ** (0.0033)
lnL x lnE −0.00030 (0.04051) −0.139 *** (0.022) −0.1286 *** (0.0054)
lnK x lnE −0.050 ** (0.025) −0.130 *** (0.014) −0.0874 *** (0.0036)
lnT x lnC’ 0.0412 *** (0.0062) 0.0169 *** (0.0031) 0.01733 *** (0.00082)
lnL x lnT’ 0.00071 (0.01030) −0.0155 *** (0.0061) −0.0094 *** (0.0017)
lnK x lnT’ −0.0212 ** (0.0093) −0.0025 (0.0047) −0.0069 *** (0.0015)
lnE x lnT’ −0.0179 * (0.0097) −0.0038 (0.0045) −0.0058 *** (0.0012)
lnL x lnC’ 0.012 (0.023) 0.079 *** (0.014) 0.0776 *** (0.0034)
lnK x lnC’ 0.052 *** (0.013) 0.0583 *** (0.0095) 0.0533 *** (0.0025)
lnE x lnT’ 0.0534 *** (0.0096) 0.0765 *** (0.0046) 0.0721 *** (0.0013)

t −0.162 *** (0.023) −0.070 *** (0.013) −0.0897 ** (0.0035)
t2 0.00082 (0.00113) 0.00031 (0.00072) 0.00091 *** (0.00023)

lnL x t −0.0015 (0.0041) 0.0075 *** (0.0023) 0.00611 *** (0.00073)
lnK x t 0.0059 * (0.0031) 0.0048 *** (0.0017) 0.00533 *** (0.00052)
lnE x t −0.0448 *** (0.0057) −0.0137 *** (0.0026) −0.02364 *** (0.00083)
lnT’ x t 0.0013 (0.0014) 0.00243 *** (0.00081) 0.00254 *** (0.00032)
lnC’ x t 0.0191 *** (0.0031) 0.0019 (0.0015) 0.00580 *** (0.00054)

Plant Age 0.0065 *** (0.0011) −0.0051 *** (0.0013) -
Use of Natural Gas 0.019 (0.027) −0.489 *** (0.043) -

Coal Ratio −0.952 *** (0.071) −1.59 *** (0.13) -
Content of Sulfate −0.224 *** (0.042) −0.228 *** (0.077) -

Plant Scale −0.415 *** (0.046) −0.272 *** (0.021) -
Process Control −0.0073 (0.0168) −0.0387 *** (0.0041) -

Process Improvement −1.079 *** (0.087) −0.0084 *** (0.0015) -
Beginning Process

Control - - - - 0.139 *** (0.019)

Process Control
Enhancement - - - - 0.234 *** (0.025)

δ 0.31 *** (0.12) 0.966 *** (0.062) −1.4196 *** (0.1715)
σ2 0.0453 (0.0027) 0.0591 *** (0.0085) 0.0269 *** (0.0032)
γ 0.9336 (0.0085) 0.9849 (0.0031) 0.9929 *** (0.0013)

Adjusted R2 0.54 0.47 0.81
λ 325.91 *** -

Notes: ***, **, and * denote coefficient significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. The lnT’ and lnC’ in turn denote
lnT/lnP and lnC/lnP. a: Log-likelihood ratio test; H0: the frontiers of the Sun Belt and Frost Belt are identical; H1: the
frontiers of the Sun Belt and Frost Belt are distinct. The LR statistic is defined by λ = −2{ln[L(H0)]−ln[L(H1)]}, where
the ln[L(H0)] is the value of the log- likelihood function for the frontier estimated by pooling all the firms, while
ln[L(H1)] is the sum of the values of the log-likelihood functions for the two group frontiers. All the figures in this
table are provided with two-digit significance. The figures in the parentheses are standard errors.

The fourth point concerns the influence of factory age. For the Sun Belt group, as expected, factory
age has a significant and positive contribution to inefficiency. This is consistent with Pollitt [71], Yang
and Pollitt [70], and Wei et al. [41]. However, for the Frost Belt group, factory age has a negative
influence on inefficiency. This finding may seem quite surprising at first. To find the answer, we used
the average factory age of 36.26 from Table 3 to figure out retrospectively that the Frost Belt group
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adopted new equipment around 1976, six years after the policy requiring that newly built power
plants must use low-pollution generators [31]. Therefore, we can infer that most of the power plants in
the Frost Belt region have experienced one equipment upgrade. However, the new environmental
technology may only increase the input cost without simultaneously increasing the output, causing
inefficiency for factories located in the Frost Belt area. Fifth, those power plants that use natural
gas to generate electricity tend to have lower inefficiency. Our findings for the Frost Belt group in
Table 4 confirm this, and the results are also consistent with Sarica and Or [73] and See and Coelli [75].
Nevertheless, the findings for the Sun Belt group are insignificant.

The sixth issue concerns the coal-burning ratio. Results from both groups show that an increase in
the proportion of coal burning can significantly reduce inefficiency. Seventh, the use of sub-bituminous
coal can suppress inefficiency in both groups, indicating that cleaner coal can not only reduce
environmental pollution, but it can also increase technical efficiency. This finding is consistent with
Fleishman et al. [33]. Eighth, results from both the Sun Belt and Frost Belt show that increasing the
power capacity can result in economies of scale and help reduce inefficiency [33,40,70]. Ninth, process
control, a component of the implementation of voluntary emission reduction, reduces inefficiency for
the Frost Belt group. There is no significant effect for the Sun Belt group. Finally, we find that process
improvement reduces inefficiency for both the Sun Belt and Frost Belt.

Table 4 also reports the estimated results of the “Metafrontier”. The γ value is 0.9929, indicating
that under the metafrontier, inefficiency accounts for 99.29% of the error. It is also interesting to find
that parameter estimates of process control and process improvement over greenhouse gas are positive
and significant at the 1% level. This implies that the enactment of legislation on environmentally
conscious process control and process improvement has increased inefficiency.

4.3. Measuring Environmental Performance

Table 5 reports the group technical efficiency, technology gap rate, and meta-technical efficiency
obtained through estimating the group frontier and metafrontier. The table contains at least two
important points. Overall, the meta-technical efficiency shows that fossil power plants have impressive
environmental performance during the sample period, and all the efficiency scores are over the level of
0.9. Nonetheless, the dynamics are weakening year by year. On the one hand, the group efficiency
of the power plants showed a downward trend. The Sun Belt group dropped from 0.956 in 2004 to
0.924 in 2013, indicating that the inefficiency increased from 4.4% to 7.6%. The Frost Belt group also
decreased from 0.960 in 2004 to 0.938 in 2013, meaning the inefficiency increased from 4% to 6.2%.
On the other hand, although the technology gap rate increased between 2004 and 2007, it has started to
fall slightly since 2007 for both groups. This implies that since 2007, the gap between the plant actual
technology and the best practice level is widening.

From the perspective of group comparison, the environmental efficiency of the Sun Belt group
is slightly better than that of the Frost Belt. Table 5 shows that the meta-technical efficiency (MTE)
of the Sun Belt is 0.934, indicating that under the existing conditions, there is a gap of 6.6% for the
Sun Belt to raise its output level. The Frost Belt meta-technical efficiency (MTE) is 0.928, meaning
the Frost Belt can potentially increase its output level by 7.2%. The result could have come from two
sources. The first one is the technology gap rate (TGR). The technology gap rate of the Sun Belt is 0.981,
showing that there is a 1.9% gap when compared to the best practice. The technology gap rate of the
Frost Belt is 0.979, representing a gap of approximately 2.1%. The second source is the group technical
efficiency. The group technical efficiency of the Sun Belt and Frost Belt is 0.953 and 0.948, respectively.
This finding indicates that relative to the best practice, the inefficiency level is 4.7% for the Sun Belt and
5.5% for the Frost Belt. In term of environmental efficiency, we conclude that the Sun Belt group has
done better than the Frost Belt group.
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Table 5. Estimation of environment efficiency.

Group Year
GTE a TGR b MTE c

Mean (Std. Dev.) Mean (Std. Dev.) Mean (Std. Dev.)

Sun Belt

2004 0.956 (0.049) 0.966 (0.052) 0.924 (0.065)
2005 0.957 (0.008) 0.986 (0.026) 0.944 (0.025)
2006 0.956 (0.007) 0.988 (0.028) 0.945 (0.027)
2007 0.952 (0.012) 0.987 (0.033) 0.940 (0.034)
2008 0.948 (0.015) 0.983 (0.037) 0.932 (0.040)
2009 0.958 (0.013) 0.984 (0.035) 0.942 (0.039)
2010 0.961 (0.020) 0.980 (0.030) 0.942 (0.036)
2011 0.961 (0.020) 0.976 (0.031) 0.939 (0.038)
2012 0.953 (0.016) 0.977 (0.047) 0.931 (0.050)
2013 0.924 (0.018) 0.979 (0.130) 0.905 (0.129)

Average 0.953 (0.018) 0.981 (0.045) 0.934 (0.048)

FrostBelt

2004 0.960 (0.017) 0.983 (0.027) 0.944 (0.032)
2005 0.959 (0.020) 0.980 (0.041) 0.940 (0.046)
2006 0.958 (0.018) 0.980 (0.043) 0.939 (0.047)
2007 0.941 (0.016) 0.981 (0.094) 0.922 (0.093)
2008 0.937 (0.016) 0.980 (0.062) 0.918 (0.063)
2009 0.949 (0.026) 0.977 (0.064) 0.928 (0.071)
2010 0.950 (0.014) 0.980 (0.063) 0.931 (0.062)
2011 0.944 (0.013) 0.981 (0.077) 0.926 (0.077)
2012 0.944 (0.020) 0.978 (0.069) 0.923 (0.070)
2013 0.938 (0.028) 0.973 (0.072) 0.913 (0.076)

Average 0.948 (0.019) 0.979 (0.061) 0.928 (0.064)

Overall

2004 0.958 (0.039) 0.974 (0.042) 0.933 (0.053)
2005 0.958 (0.015) 0.983 (0.034) 0.942 (0.036)
2006 0.957 (0.014) 0.984 (0.036) 0.942 (0.038)
2007 0.947 (0.014) 0.984 (0.068) 0.932 (0.068)
2008 0.943 (0.016) 0.982 (0.051) 0.926 (0.052)
2009 0.954 (0.020) 0.981 (0.051) 0.935 (0.057)
2010 0.956 (0.017) 0.980 (0.048) 0.937 (0.050)
2011 0.954 (0.018) 0.979 (0.057) 0.933 (0.059)
2012 0.948 (0.018) 0.977 (0.058) 0.927 (0.060)
2013 0.930 (0.023) 0.976 (0.107) 0.908 (0.108)

Average 0.950 (0.039) 0.980 (0.042) 0.932 (0.053)

Diff. F test (Sun Belt vs. Frost Belt) d 4.109 *** 4.047 ***

Notes: *** denote coefficient significance at the 1%, level, respectively. The ‘Std. Dev.’ in the column names is
standard deviation. The figures in the parentheses are standard errors. d: The ‘Diff. F test’ refers to the one-way
ANOVA difference test for the Sun Belt and Frost Belt. The full names of the acronyms are listed as follows:
a: The ‘GTE’ is an acronym of the group technical efficiency. b: The ‘TGR’ is an acronym of the technical gap ratio.
c: The ‘MTE’ is an acronym of the metafrontier technical efficiency.

Knowing the estimation results thus far, we can now estimate the productivity index and its
components. Table 6 shows that the overall average productivity of the U.S. fossil fuel power plants is
on the rise, with the main source of contribution coming from the scale efficiency change. Table 6 reports
that the generalized metafrontier Malmquist productivity index of all power plants is 1.0188, indicating
an increase of 1.88% per year. Among them, the scale efficiency change is 1.0259, meaning that the
production is approaching the most productive scale size at the speed of 2.59% per year. The impacts
from other components are relatively minor. The value of the pure technological catching-up is
1.0001, which means the technical gap rate is converging toward the potential production level at an
annual rate of 0.01%. Since the average value of the potential technological relative change, technical
change, and technical efficiency change are all smaller than 1, and are 0.9992, 0.9964, and 0.9982,
respectively, the current technical levels for the Sun Belt and Frost Belt are approaching the overall
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potential level at a decreasing rate. This was accompanied by a decline in efficiency and production
technology improvement.

Table 6. Estimation of environment productivity.

Years PTCU b PTRC c TC d TEC e SEC f gMMPI a

Sun Belt

2004–2005 1.02320 1.00500 0.98920 1.00330 1.00840 1.02030
2005–2006 1.00180 1.00320 0.99190 0.99950 1.01200 1.00930
2006–2007 0.99940 1.00200 0.99290 0.99590 1.00170 0.99270
2007–2008 0.99530 0.99910 0.99690 0.99700 1.02430 1.01170
2008–2009 1.00090 0.99720 0.99860 1.00780 1.07930 1.08520
2009–2010 0.99650 0.99710 0.99750 1.00650 0.98430 0.98020
2010–2011 0.99610 0.99630 0.99790 1.00100 1.03950 1.02960
2011–2012 1.00060 0.99600 0.99610 0.98990 1.13620 1.11560
2012–2013 1.00260 0.99730 0.99230 0.96970 0.94930 0.91790
Average 1.00180 0.99920 0.99480 0.99670 1.02610 1.01800

Frost Belt

2004–2005 0.99690 0.99970 0.99740 0.99910 0.99290 0.98720
2005–2006 1.00000 0.99990 0.99830 0.99960 1.01570 1.01390
2006–2007 1.00060 0.99980 0.99850 0.98050 0.99360 0.97030
2007–2008 0.99950 1.00030 0.99940 1.00930 1.02560 1.02960
2008–2009 0.99650 0.99970 0.99870 1.01630 1.08990 1.10730
2009–2010 1.00120 0.99940 0.99870 0.99850 0.93530 0.93290
2010–2011 1.00040 0.99900 0.99900 0.99530 1.05030 1.04410
2011–2012 0.99300 0.99740 0.99730 1.00200 1.11980 1.10310
2012–2013 0.99520 0.99650 0.99760 1.00000 1.00880 0.99030
Average 0.99810 0.99910 0.99830 1.00010 1.02580 1.01990

Overall

2004–2005 1.01100 1.00250 0.99300 1.00130 1.00120 1.00490
2005–2006 1.00100 1.00160 0.99490 0.99950 1.01370 1.01140
2006–2007 1.00000 1.00100 0.99550 0.98870 0.99790 0.98220
2007–2008 0.99720 0.99970 0.99810 1.00270 1.02490 1.02000
2008–2009 0.99890 0.99840 0.99860 1.01180 1.08430 1.09560
2009–2010 0.99870 0.99810 0.99800 1.00280 0.96190 0.95850
2010–2011 0.99810 0.99760 0.99840 0.99830 1.04450 1.03630
2011–2012 0.99700 0.99670 0.99670 0.99550 1.12860 1.10970
2012–2013 0.99930 0.99700 0.99470 0.98340 0.97620 0.95070
Average 1.00010 0.99920 0.99640 0.99820 1.02590 1.01880

Notes: The full names of the acronyms are listed as follows: a: The ‘gMMPI’ is an acronym of the generalized
metafrontier Malmquist productivity index. b: The ‘PTCU’ is an acronym of pure technological catching-up. c: The
‘PTRC’ is an acronym of the pure technological relative change. d: The ‘TC’ is an acronym of the technical change. e:
The ‘TEC’ is an acronym of the technical efficiency change. f: The ‘SEC’ is an acronym of the scale efficiency change.

From the perspective of the group, the results are similar. The adjustment of scale efficiency
drives the growth of the total factor productivity of the power plants while the impact of the remaining
components is relatively trivial. For the Sun Belt group, the productivity is increasing at 1.8% annually
as represented by the average generalized metafrontier Malmquist productivity index (gMMPI) of
1.0180. In the same time, the scale efficiency change growth index is 1.0261 on average, showing
an annual growth rate of 2.61%. Since the average pure technological catching-up (PTCU) is 1.0018,
the convergence rate of the technology gap ratio is merely 0.18% per year. In addition, pure technological
catching-up, technical change, and technical efficiency change are less than 1, showing a slowing in
the growth rate. The Frost Belt group has a generalized metafrontier Malmquist productivity index
of 1.0199, which means productivity increases by an average of 1.99%. The scale efficiency change
index averages 1.0258, representing an annual growth rate of approximately 2.58%. The value of the
technical efficiency change is just 1.0001. The pure technological catching-up, potential technological
relative change, and technical change all show a slight decline.

In terms of the trends, Figure 2 shows several interesting points. First, between 2005 and 2006,
pure technological catching-up for all power plants experienced a significant decline, even though the
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technical gap was still slightly converging toward the potential level. Perhaps the trend was due to
a bottleneck in technical development encountered by power plants during this period. The trend
fell below 1 after 2007, indicating that the technical gap expanded slightly in the opposite direction.
Second, the potential technological relative change had a downward trend, showing that the potential
for the power plants to upgrade technology continued to decrease. This situation is more obvious for
the Sun Belt group. Figure 2 shows that, between 2007 and 2008, the potential technological relative
change of the Sun Belt had dropped significantly and was below that of the Frost Belt. This could be
due to the fact that since 2007, the measures to control greenhouse gases have had a greater impact on
the Sun Belt.
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2007 and 2008. Notes: (a): The ‘gMMPI’ is an acronym of the generalized metafrontier Malmquist
productivity index; (b): The ‘PTCU’ is an acronym of pure technological catching-up; (c): The ‘PTRC’
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is an acronym of the pure technological relative change; (d): The ‘TC’ is an acronym of the technical
change; (e): The ‘TEC’ is an acronym of the technical efficiency change; (f): The ‘SEC’ is an acronym of
the scale efficiency change.

Third, Figure 2c shows that the technical change of the power industry declined significantly and
was more severe for the Sun Belt group. An explanation could be that global environmental awareness
exerted some influence. There were cases where mild recovery appeared before 2007. After that,
the fallback resumed and was especially so for the Sun Belt than for the Frost Belt. Fourth, Figure 2d
shows that the technical efficiency change trend has been declining over the years. After a small
improvement between 2006 and 2008, it turned into a downward trend in 2009 again. In recent years,
the deterioration of the efficiency of the Sun Belt is even more obvious. Fifth, Figure 2d reports changes
of the scale efficiency index. The Sun Belt and Frost Belt appeared to share similar patterns, remaining
stable until 2007 and then experienced sharp drops in 2008–2009 and 2011–2012. This reflects the fact
that power plants make scale adjustments infrequently and eventfully.

5. Conclusions

This paper applied the hyperbolic distance function method and the stochastic metafrontier
method to the estimation of the environmental efficiency of U.S. power plants. We took into account
the influence of undesirable outputs, geographical locations, and policy impacts. We also computed the
generalized metafrontier Malmquist productivity index to obtain insights into the changes of the index
and its components. The results show that due to the greenhouse gas control policy, capital investment
by fossil fuel power plants has increased year by year while the fuel input has been declining gradually.
As a result, the emissions of toxic substances and carbon dioxide have decreased significantly, along
with a decline in the power output. Taken together, the results of the productivity index show that
between 2004 and 2013, on average, the productivity of the Sun Belt and Frost Belt power plants
increased by two waves: First, in 2008, and again around 2011. After that, it quickly fell back and
showed a downward trend, especially for the Sun Belt zone. Our analysis shows that the change in
productivity is mainly affected by the change in scale efficiency. We believe the main reason for this lies
in the fact that the Clean Air Act began to control and regulate greenhouse gases from 2007 onwards
and also required the power plant industry to report greenhouse gas emissions.

This paper has far-reaching implications spanning from the academic to the political, as demonstrated
by two logical inversions. First, economic development should inherently be environmentally sustainable
rather than incompatible. The alternative is a type of growth that is nothing more than resource abuse.
As the damage of pollution to the environment is irreversible, continuous, and cumulative, human
beings are not supposed to mistake that pollution control would be at the expense of economic output.
As we pursue higher living standards, we ought to resolve ourselves to do so not at the expense of our
ecosystems but through the ingenuity that has made mankind the powerful force it is today. Second,
life is enduring; life will find a way. Once we stop treating environmental responsibility as an option,
economic activities, too, will find a way. Economic development and environmental sustainability are
not mutually exclusive. In fact, they are best enjoyed together. Our history of pollution is unkind to
the environment, and we simply cannot tolerate it as we move forward.

Due to the limited literature published during recent years, the analysis of this study reveals the
facts of environmental productivity for fossil fuel power plants in the U.S. and the efficacy of related
policies. Based on the empirical works and logical inversions, we assert that environmental protection
regulations have an impact on power output. Nonetheless, the goal for sustainability should still hold
true, and the implementation of relevant Environmental Protection Agency policies and the Clean Air
Act should continue to be supported. This issue is economic in nature, but it is more than that. This is
an issue about environmental integrity. It is an opportunity to demonstrate to future generations the
bravery and responsibility we possess to fight selfishness across generations. With notice of the decline
in productivity found in this paper, power plants may seek measures to relieve and support them with
this inevitable trend and impressive challenge.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Correlation matrix for the desirable output, inputs, undesirable outputs, and explanatory variables.

Variables\Numbers of the Variables a 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0. Net Power Generation 1.00
1. Labor 0.74 1.00

2. Capital 0.66 0.60 1.00
3. Fuel Expenditure 0.85 0.59 0.62 1.00

4. Toxic Emission 0.57 0.41 0.27 0.38 1.00
5. CO2 0.96 0.68 0.63 0.78 0.56 1.00

6. Plant Age −0.29 −0.11 −0.27 −0.29 −0.03 −0.27 1.00
7. Use of Natural Gas −0.24 −0.22 −0.13 −0.07 −0.25 −0.30 0.01 1.00

8. Coal Ratio 0.08 0.20 0.04 −0.14 0.20 0.18 0.15 −0.54 1.00
9. Content of Sulfate 0.04 0.05 −0.05 0.00 −0.20 0.10 0.00 −0.11 0.21 1.00

10. Plant Scale 0.88 0.69 0.71 0.78 0.51 0.73 −0.27 −0.04 −0.11 −0.10 1.00
11. Process Control 0.20 0.21 0.11 0.17 0.06 0.22 −0.06 −0.03 −0.04 0.08 0.16 1.00

12. Process Improvement 0.20 0.23 −0.04 0.15 −0.02 0.23 −0.04 −0.03 −0.01 −0.08 0.13 0.21 1.00
13. Beginning Process Control −0.07 0.00 0.19 0.02 −0.22 −0.08 0.13 0.06 −0.03 0.01 0.02 −0.04 −0.01 1.00

14. Process Control Enhancement −0.07 −0.02 0.18 −0.01 −0.18 −0.08 0.12 0.06 −0.04 0.00 0.01 −0.06 −0.01 0.65 1.00

Notes: Compiled by authors of the paper. a: The numbers in this row correspond to the variables in the first column of this table with the numbers ahead of the variable names, respectively.
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